GROUP PRESS RELEASE
SIMONIS® – ARAMITH® – STRACHAN®
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Strachan & Aramith support the 2019 SangSom National 6-Red Thailand Championship
Strachan, the manufacturer of the world’s finest Snooker cloths and Aramith the manufacturer of the world’s best
cuesports balls were selected to supply their world class products to the 2019 SangSom National 6-Red Thailand
Championship.

182 participants battled it out from 22-27 July at the Fashion Island Shopping Centre, Thailand, to be crowned the
champion of the 2019 SangSom National 6-Reds.
Total prize money this year was a massive 800,000 baht with the winner picking up 240,000 baht & the runner-up
collecting a cool 100,000 baht.
The final was a high quality matchup between Passakorn Suwannawat, the IBSF 2007 World Championship runner
up, ACBS 2011 Asian Champion and IBSF 2018 World 6 Red Champion and Boonyarit Keattikul the IBSF 2015 World
U21 Champion.
The final score finished 8-5 with Passakorn Suwannawat taking the prestigious title.
For the first time the event was played on Strachan Superfine cloth and the balls were Aramith Snooker SuperPro
1G.
South East Asia Sales Manager for Strachan and Aramith, EJ Goh, said: “We are committed to providing these players
perfect conditions and the new Superfine cloth and Aramith balls are the very best.”
EJ added: “The Strachan Superfine cloth and Aramith balls offer the ultimate playing conditions and unrivalled levels
of consistency.”
Strachan Superfine cloth and Aramith balls can be bought through official distributors worldwide.
Visit: http://www.strachan.co/distributors/ for details.
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Sold in over 50 countries, Simonis™ cloth is
truly the universal choice for cue sports.
Having earned its reputation with professional
players and amateurs alike, Simonis remains
the choice for more tournaments worldwide
than any other cloth.

Made by Saluc in Belgium, Aramith™ Billiard
balls have enjoyed a legendary reputation for
outstanding endurance and uncompromised
quality. Used by almost 80% of players
worldwide, they are recognised as the
reference of the industry.

Strachan™ is made in the West of
England and is the world’s leading brand
of snooker and English pool cloth. The
official cloth of World Snooker and used
at professional tournaments worldwide.
It is the choice of champions.

www.iwansimonis.com

www.aramith.com

www.wsptextiles.com

